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Licensee: Georgia Power Company
270 Peachtree Street, NW
Atlanta, GA 30303 I

Facility Name: Hatch 1 and 2
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Inspection at Hatch near Baxley, Georgia I

i
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SUMMARY
'

l
lInspection on May 13 - June 9, 1980

i Areas Inspected
.

This inspection involved 80 inspector-hours on site in the areas of technical,

specification compliance, reportable occurrences, housekeeping, operator perfor-
mance, overall plant operations, quality assurance practices, station and corporatej management practices, corrective and preventative maintenance activities, site'

security procedures, radiation control activities, and followup of previouslyidentified items.

Results

Of the eleven areas inspected, no apparent items of noncompliance or deviations
were identified in ten areas; one item of noncompliance was identified in one
area (infraction - isolation of coolant water to RHR service water pump motors,

4

paragraph 10).
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DETAILS
;

1. Persons Contacted
.

Licensee Employees

*M. Manry, Plant Manager
*T. Moore, Assistant Plant Manager
*T. Greene, Assistant Plant Manager
S. Baxley, Superinten , or Operations
R. Nix, Superinte n ,'r af Maintenance'

C. Coggins, Supe * antendent of Engineering Services
4 W. Rogers, Healtn Physicist / Radiochemist

C. Belflower, QA Site Supervisor,

Other licensee employees contacted included technipians, operators, mechanics,
security force members, and office personnel.

. * Attended exit interview

2. Exit Interview

The inspection scope and findings wers summarized on May 23 and June 9,.

1980, with those persons indicated in paragraph I above.

3. Licensee qction on Previous Inspection Findings
'

a. Noncompliances

(Closed) (366/79-09-01): Failure to use proper Core Maximum Peaking
; Factor (CMPF) during startup testing. The inspector verified that the

licensees corrective actions as stated in their response dated April 16,
1979 had been completed. This item is closed.

(Closed) (366/79-15-01): Failure to pursue equipment problems with
'

generic implication in a timely manner. The inspector verified that
the licensee cot *rective actions stated in their response dated June 12
and July 23, 1979 had been completed. Licensee performance has improved

i in this area and this item is closed.

(Closed) (321/79-18-01, 366/79-22-01): Failure to conduct annual
operator evaluation as required by HNP-200. The inspector noted that
the required evaluations were performed and that the licensee has
given more attention to this area. This item is closed.

,

(Closed) (321-79-17-01, 366/79-21-01): Failure to report. The
-

inspector verified that the licensee has taken measures described in
their response dated August 14, 1979 and had no further questions.
This item is closed.
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(Closed) (366/79-21-02): Failure to have proper valve lineup on
Residual Heat Removal (RHR) pumps. The inspector verified that the
corrective action described in the licensees response dated August 14,
1979 had been implemented. This item is closed.

(Closed) (321/79-32-01, 366/79-36-01): Inadequate watchstanding
practices in the control room. The inspector verified implementation
of corrective actions committed to in the licensees response dated
December 10, 1979. This item is closed.

(Closed) (321/79-30-01, 366/79-34-01): Requirements of environmental
monitoring procedure HNP-7900 were not implemented. The inspector
found that the changes committed to in the licensees response dated
January 3,1980 had been performed. This item is closed.

(Closed) (366/79-41-01): Failure to properly approve Radiation Work
Permit (RWP) prior to commencement of maintenance. The inspector
verified that appropriate action had been taken per the licensees
response dated February 11, 1980. This item is closed.

(Closed) (321/80-01-02, 366/80-01-02): Failure to follow procedures.
The inspector noted that actions committed to in the licensee response
dated March 10, 1980, had been performed. This item is closed.

(Closed) (321/80-04-01): Failure to prove High Pressure Coolant
Injection system (HPCI) operable as required. The inspector verified |

completion of licensee actions committed to in their response dated i

March 13,1980. This item is closed. I

(Closed) (366/80-11-01 thru 05): Improper rod sequences during a
reactor startup. The inspector determined that the actions described
in the licensees response to these items dated May 27, 1980 had been
effective in addressing this area of concern. This item is closed.

(Closed) (366/80-11-06): Improper control of plant drawing revisions
in the control room. The inspector verified performance of corrective
actions described in the licensee's response dated May 27, 1980. This
item is closed.

|
|

(Closed) (366/80-18-01): Failure to perform an adequate or timely |
functional test. The inspector verified that the actions specified in )the licensees response dated May 27, 1980, have been implemented.
This item is closed,

b. Unresolved Items
<

'(Closed) (321/78-36-04, 366/78-45-04): Discrepancies in Low Pressure
# Coolant. Injection System (LPCI) Logic System Functional Tests. These

items have been addressed and similar problems addressed on both units
have received a generic review. This item is closed. (Closed)
(366/79-23-01): Instrument and minor system valves not adequately
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identified in procedures and drawings. The licensee has completed
reviews and system walkdowns. This item is closed.

c. Open Items

(Closed) (321/78-27-06): Air dryer desicant control. This concern is
>

being adequately addressed with portable monitors pending a permanent
installation. This item is closed.

(Closed) (366/78-36-02): Vibration in safety relief lines. Additional
data has been taken and the results evaluated. This item is closed.

! (Closed) (321/78-37-05): Inability to locate strip chart data.
Licensee has implemented an effective program for strip chart indexing.
This item is closed.

(Closed) (321/79-18-02 thru 08, 366/79-22-02 thru 08): Various items
associated with operator training. All items have been adequately
addressed by the licensee and appropriate procedural revisions imple-
mented. These items are closed.4

(Closed) (321/79-28-01 thru 03, 366/79-32-02 thru 03): Various items
associated with radiological environmental monitoring have been adequately
addressed by the licensee. These items are closed.

(Closed) (321/80-01-01, 366/80-01-01): Establishment and control of
test equipment calibration frequencies. The licensee has revised
IDiP-807 and 826 to address this concern. This item is closed.

(Closed) (321/80-01-03): Documentation errors on data sheets. Manage-
ment has increased their attention in this area. Improvement has been
noted. The item is closed.

(Closed) (366/80-01-03): Battery electrolyte level criteria. Procedure
HNP-2-3752 has_been appropriately revised to include acceptance values
for battery water level. This item is closed.

(Closed) (321/80-05-04, 366/80-05-04): Inspection of unit 2 Safety
Relief Valves (SRVs). Target Rock had inspected unit 2 SRVs and
require locktite placement on JAM nuts. This item is closed.

! (Closed) (366/80-18-02): Procedural controls not in place which
| address an out lof sequence rod condition. The licensee has approved

adequate procedural controls and they have been implemented. This
item is closed.

4. Unresolved Items . -

Unresolved items were not identified during this inspection.,

''.
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5. Plant Operations Reviews (Units 1 and 2)

The inspector periodically during the inspection interval reviewed shift
logs and operations records, including data sheets, instrument traces, and
records of equipment malfunctions. This review included control room Jogs,
auxiliary logs, operating orders, atanding orders, jumper logs and equipment
tagout records. The inspector routinely observed operator alertness and
demeanor during plant tours. During abnormal events, operacor performance
and response actions were observed and evaluated. The inspector conducted
random off-hours inspections during the reporting interval to assure that
operations and security remained at an acceptable level. Shift turnovers
were observed to verify that they were conducted in accordance with approved
licensee procedures. The inspector had no further comments.

6. Plant Tours (Units 1 and 2)

The inspector conducted plant tours periodically during the inspection,

interval to verify that monitoring equipment was recording as required,
equipment was properly tagged, operations personnel were aware of plant
conditions, and plant housekeeping efforts were adequate. The inspector*

also determined that appropriate radiation controls were properly established,
critical clean areas were, being controlled in accordance with procedures,
excess equipment or material is stored properly and combustible material
and debris were disposed of expeditiously. During tours the inspector
looked for the existence of unusual fluid leaks, piping vibrations, pipe
hanger and seismic restraint settings, various valve and breaker positions,
equipment. caution and danger tags and component positions, adequacy of fire
fighting equipment, and instrument calibration dates. Some tours were
conducted on backshif ts and weekends. The inspector had no further comments.

7. Technical Specification Compliance (Units 1 and 2)

During this reporting interval, the inspector verified compliance with
selected limiting conditions for operation (LCO's) and results of selected
surveillance tests. These verifications were accomplished by direct obser-
vation of monitoring instrumentation, valve positions, switch positions,
and review of completed logs and records. The licensee's compliance with
selected LCO action statements were reviewed on selected occurrences asthey happened. The inspector had no further comments.

S. Physical Protection (Units 1 and 2)

The inspector verified by observation and interview during the reporting
interval that measures taken to assure the physical protection of the

' facility met current requirements. Areas inspected included the
organization of the security force, the establishment and maintenance of
gates, doors and isolation zones in the proper condition, that access control
arid badging was proper, that search practices were appropriate, and that
escorting and communications procedures were followed. The inspector had
no fUrther comments.
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9. Review of Nonroutine Events Reported by the Licensee (Units 1 and 2)

The following licensee event reports (LER's) were reviewed for potential
generic problems, to detect possible trends, and to determine whether
corrective actions appeared appropriate. Events which'were reported immedi-
ately were alao reviewed as they occurred to determine that technical
specifications were being met and that the public health and safety was of
utmost consideration. Additional inplant reviews and discussions with
plant personnel as appropriate were conducted for those indicated by an
asterisk.

'

LER Number Date of Report Description

*50-321/79-98 12/19/79 RCIC inop and LCO violated
*50-321/73-101 01/03/80 Failure of "C" D/G
*50-321/79-102 01/17/80 HPCI steam flow instrument

out of cal
50-321/79-104 01/02/80 STBY D/C service water pump

trip
*50-321/79-105 01/04/80 Vent line downcomer brackets
50-321/79-106 01/08/80 HPCI switches out of cal

*50-321/80-01 01/19/80 Missing Cotter pin on whip
restraint

*50-321/80-02 01/31/80 SGTS operability problems
50-321/80-03 01/24/80 RHR valve timing specs

exceeded
*50-321/80-06 01/24/80 Failure to prove SGTS operable
*50-321/80-05 01/24/80 Missed surveillance
50-321/80-04 01/24/80 MSIV drain valve failure

*50-321/80-07 02/6/80 STBY service water pump problems
50-321/80-09 61/31/80 D/W temp recorder failure

*50-321/80-10 02/8/80 SBLC relief valve lifted low
*50-321/80-11 02/12/80 Torus to D/W D/P recorder

reading low
*50-321/80-12 02/5/80 HPCI booster pump gage problems
50-321/80-14 02/18/80 RX b1dg vent sample valve

failure
50-321/80-15 02/26/80 D/W temp recorder failure
50-321/80-17 02/19/80 Scram relay problems

*50-321/80-18 02/25/80 Inop control rods
*50-321/80-19 03/4/80 RCIC exhaust press switch

out of cal
*50-321/80-20 03/27/80 Radwaste discharged prior to

sample
*50-321/80-24 03/17/80 1C D/G Manual Contr
50-321/80-25 03/25/80 RCIC Flow Setpoint L

*50-321/80-26 03/13/80 "A" PSW Pump inop
50-321/80-27 04/01/80 RBM surveillance:m4w.ad rnW56d

*50-321/80-29 04/14/80 1C D/G governor +cublem picb|ters*50-321/80-30 04/17/80 "B" hydrogen-oxygen analyzer
inop

*50-321/80-31 04/17/P- Stack rample pump inop
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LER Number Date of Report Description-

*50-321/80-32 04/22/80 High oxygen in containment
*50-321/80-34 04/22/80 Fire water tanks low
50-321/80-35 04/23/80 Control room fan trip

*50-321/80-36 04/30/80 Leak in fire protection line
*50-321/80-37 05/01/80 Miss-d surveillance
*50-321/80-39 04/22/80 Single mode failure on cooling

water to RHRSW pumps and plant
SW pumps

*50-321/80-41 05/07/80 LPCI valve leakage
*50-321/80-42 05/20/80 CS valve inop
50-321/80-43 05/23/80 Torus temp recorder inop

*50-321/80-44 05/29/80 Containment greater than 4%
oxygen

50-321/80-45 05/22/80 Cooling water isolated to
RERSW pumps

50-?21/80-46 05/20/80 D/W to Torus D/P Recorder inop
*50-321/80-47 06/02/80 RHR flow low
*50-321/80-48 05/29/80 Inst. problems on IB PSW pump
*50-321/80-49 05/19/80 HPCI isolation signal
*50-321/80-50 06/05/80 RCIC overspeed trip
*50-321/80-53 06/06/80 LPCI single failure mode
50-366/79-137 01/08/80 D/W and Torus temp recorders

inop
50-366/79-138 12/31/80 HPCI steam flow D/P switches

out of cal
*50-366/79-139 01/17/80 2A D/G failure to start
50-366/80-01 01/15/80 Torus level inst. out of cal

*50-366/80-02 02/04/80 Single failure prob on torus,

fill line
50-366/80-03 01/31/80 HPCI auto flow controller

failure
50-366/80-04 02/07/80 "A" Recombiner inlet valve

failure
*50-366/80-05 02/07/80 D/Gs not tested per T.S.
*50-366/80-06 02/13/80 2C D/G Trip
*50-366/80-07 02/05/80 High D/W press inst, out of

cal
*50-366/80-08 02/13/80 RSCS failed to initiate rod

blocks

*50-366/80-09 02/12/80 HPCI valve failed to close *

50-366/80-10 02/15/80 High MTPF
50-366/80-11 02/19/80 RCIC inverter trip

*50-366/80-12 02/26/80 RHR seismic problems
*50-366/80-13 02/20/80 RCIC inop
50-366/80-14 02/19/80 C APRM failure

*50-366/80-15 02/11/80 Missed surveillance
*50-366/80-16 02/19/80 HPCI attached oil pump failure

. . , _- --.
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LER Number Date of Report Description,

*50-366/80-18 03/11/80 Torus - D/W vac breaker
*50-366/80-20 03/25/80 HPCI exhaust pressure switches

out of cal
50-366/80-21 03/27/80 UNSAT LLRT

:*50-366/80-23 03/11/80 Out of sequence rods
50-366/80-25 03/25/80 LPCI pump timer out of cal

50-366/80-26 04/02/80 Failed LLRT
50-366/80-27 03/25/80 PSW pump isolation valve |

failed to close
'

*50-366/80-28 03/25/80 Leak on Hydrogen-Oxygen Analyzer
*50-366/80-29 04/03/80 Battery chargers 2G&2J failed

surveillance |
50-366/80-30 04/03/80 TCV fast closure press switch |

failure
*50-366/80-31 04/06/80 Station batteries failed surv
*50-366/80-32 04/08/80 2D PSW pump improper timing |
50-366/80-34 04/15/80 MS temp switches out of cal

- *50-366/80-35 04/17/80 Accumulator press switches out
of cal

*50-366/80-36 04/22/80 LLRT failures
50-366/80-37 04/17/80 High chloride concentration
50-366/80-38 04/23/80 Failure of D/W to torus D/P

valves to isolate
*50-366/80-39 04/15/80 SBHT fan failure
*50 '}66/80-40 04/16/80 18 month surveillance missed
50-366/80-41 04/21/80 LLRT failure ;

,

*50-366/80-42 04/22/80 Hydraulic snubber inop |

*50-366/80-43 04/17/80 Loose carbon beds !
50-366/80-44 04/17/80 D/W & Torus temp indicator

{probes
*50-366/80-45 04/15/80 Leak test failure of ADS check I

,

valves !
i *50-366/80-46 04/28/80 2C D/G failure

*50-366/80-47 04/29/80 Torus level inst isolated
*50-366/80-48 04/22/80 SBLC pump disch valve problem
50-366/80-48 04/29/80 Burned terminal block !

*50-366/80-49 04/22/80 SBLC pump disch valve problem
50-366/80-50 05/05/80 "B" SBLC pump problem ;
50-366/80-51 04/30/80 LLRT failure 1

*50-366/80-52 05/01/80 Cables undersize on SBGT sys
*50-366/80-53 05/15/80 Comsip vac pump problems
*50-366/80-55 05/29/80 RCIC outbd steam valve failure
*50-366/80-57 04/23/80 2D RHR pump failure
*50-366/80-58 04/24/80 "B" D/G output breaker failure
*50-366/80-59 05/06/80 Unqualified LS on MSIV
50-366/80-60 05/08/80 "B" SBGT system failure

*50-366/80-61 05/13/80 Failure to test airlock intlk
50-366/80-62 05/06/80 D/W to torus vac breaker

failure

|
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LER Number Date of Report Description,

50-366/80-63 05/06/80 D/W temp recorder inop
*50-366/80-64 05/14/80 MSIV leakage control system

failure
50-366/80-65 05/06/80 Hydrogen-Oxygen analyzer

failure
*50-366/80-66 05/07/80 DC circuit grounds
50-366/80-67 05/07/80 "A" hydrogen oxygen analyzer

problem
*50-366/80-68 05/08/80 "H" recombiner temp high
*50-366/80-70 05/05/80 RCIC trip throttle valve

closure
50-366/80-71 05/06/80 RCIC inverter failure

*50-366/80-72 05/05/80 HPCI high steam flow d/p
switch failure

*50-366/80-74 05/15/80 Failure to calculate CMFLPD
*50-366/80-75 05/15/80 Failure to lower CHFLPD
*50-366/80-76 05/23/80 CRD HCV press switch failure
*50-366/80-77 05/28/80 High D/W temp
50-366/80-78 05/12/80 MSIV relay failure

*50-366/80-79 05/29/80 HPCI IMBD injection valve
failure

50-366/80-80 05/27/80 RHR switches out of tolerance
*50-366/80-82 05/27/80 Purge system operated in

|

excess of TS limits
50-366/80-83 06/05/80 RHR suction valve failure

10. Cooling Water Isolated to RHR Service Water Pumps (unit 1)

During normal power operation on May 10, 1980, while performing routine
surveillance activities, Residual Heat Removal, (RHR) train "B" was aligned
to the torus to provide cooling while running the Reactor Core Isolation
Cooling (RCIC) system. Shcrtly after placing "B" RHR service water pump
(SW) in service, a motor bearing high temperature alarm was received and it
was found that the cooling water to the motor bearing cooler had been
isolated. Further investigation revealed that cooling was also isolated to
the "A" RHRSW pump. Had these pumps been required to perform their safety
function, both pumps, according to technical estimates, would have failed
within I hour of operation. The pumps were last proven operable on April 8,
1980. It is not known how the cooling water isolation valves came to be
shut between intervals. The licensee took action to lock all four valves
open on all four pumps on both units. This occurrence was properly reported
to the NRC (LER 50-321/80-45).

The licensee failure to maintain cooling water isolation valves in the '
proper position as required by plant procedures to perform their safety
function is contrary to technical specification 6.8.1, which requires that j
written procedures governing the operation of safety-related systems be
implemented. This is an infraction (50-321/80-24-01).


